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Bldg 20. Denver federal Center 
Denver.,-, Colo 	 80225 


•	


:•	 •
April 20, 1965 


Memorandum 


To:	 Bugh M Connors, Acting Vield Office. ) B.egion LIZ 


From'	 T H Romslo, Mining Engineer 


Subject O6408 (Urenium4e1enom) 
Schauss and Stevens 
LB Claims 
Carbon County, Wyoming 


This revere to Mr Seifridge's memorandum dated April 14, 1965 
relating to the subject application arid my on-site report 


Neither I nor Mr. Harebman, with whom I today discussed Mr 
Seifridge's findings, would recommend approval of the application 
on the basis of the described present OME policy There is no 
reason to believe the proposed project area contains uranium 
reserves that would be competitive on the present world market or 
would become economically competitive in the near future The 
rwitch in policy from the DMEA program was news to all of us 


The main mineralized belt which strikes about N 40 W, is about 
31 miles east of the proposed project area. In: the intervening 
area, there are two deposits that are comparable in grade and 
extent to the three deposits near the proposed .project area The-
two - deposits were discovered several years ago by Federal Uranium 
Kermac reportedly wanted to acquire these deposits a few years 
ago, but to date no effort has been made to mine either deposit 
These deposits and those found near the proposed project area by 
Romestake, probably occur along minor drainage channels Absent 
along these charniele are the favorable conditions that 1oalie 
high-grade deposits in the main mineralized belt, i.e.  a strong 
geological structure associated with highly. altered (chemically) 
sand


T H Roms'lo 


T M Romslo 0-19-65) 
cc G C Selfridge 


6408 
Chron
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ABSTRACT 


At Utah Construction & Mining Co.'s Shirley Basin underground 
mine in the central part of southeast Wyoming, uranium ore has 
been mined from poorly consolidated sand units in the Eocene Wind 
River formation. Loose ground and abundant water created difficult 
mining conditions. A geologic mapping program of the mine, accom-
panied by detailed drill hole logging and geologic cross section 
construction, has revealed habits and relationships of the mineral-
ization and associated alteration. Mineralization and ore were 
found to lie along the periphery of tongues of altered ground. The 
greenish to rusty altered ground was usually recognizable in hand 
specimen and represented 'leached' ground through which mineralizing 
solutions had passed. The major tongue of alteration was found to 
be as much as 70 feet thick, hundreds of feet across,' and several 
miles long. The best ore occurs on rolls, or geochemical fronts, 
at the terminal edges of altered ground, and additional ore was 
found to occur , in subsidiary ., rolls on the 'upper and lower surfaces 
of the altered ground. This concept of ore occurrence has been 
successfully applied to exploration and development drilling, to 
ore projections ahead of mine workings, and to reserve estimates.' 


INTRODUCTION 


Most of you are aware that geochemical fronts have been recog-
nized in the Shirley Basin Uranium District. The purpose of this 
paper is to describe the occurrence of these fronts in some detail 
and to point out how.the identification of altered ground and the. 
determination of roll location can aid drilling-,.,,mine planning, 
and reserve estimation.  


From a historical viewpoint it now seems important 'to note 
that, uranium mineralization rolls at Shirley Basin were first recóg- , - 
nized from drilling and broadly related to some of the ore by Utah 
Construction & Mthing Co. geologists in 1959. The concept was 
successfully used in development drilling in 1960, and in 1961 was 
put to extensive practical use in ore projections for underground 
planning and to aid in more efficient exploration and development 
drilling.  


'Shirley Basin Is located In' southeast Wyoming between the 
Laramie Range on the northeast and the Shirley' Range on the south-
west. The Shirley Basin. Uranium District lies-in-the northeast
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part of the basin and most of the-important uranium deposits occur 
along a southeast-northwest trend. This trend is caused, by the. 
localization of uranium in northwest-trending 'transmissive sands 
in the Wind River formation paralleling a Cretaceous ridge which 
is buried in the area where ore has been found.: Tertiary sediments 
in the basin are the White River and Wind River formations which 
lie unconformably on Cretaceous and older rocks. Tertiary sediments 
dip less than 2 degrees northeast throughout most of Shirley Basin 
and Cretaceous sediments underlying the uranium district dip about 
5 degrees southwest. Wind River sands in and near the mineralized 
zones are remarkably continuous and uniform-laterally for fluviatile' 
deposits and this condition has contributed to the development of 
very continuous mineralization features in 'the Shirley Basin uranium 
deposits.	 '	 .	 .	 '	 •' ', 
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' HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT 


Competitive uranium exploration got underway in the Shirley 
Basin area of Wyoming in 1957 and resulted in the discovery of 
valuable' high grade uranium deposits. Two mines-are currently in 
operation in Shirley Basin: one an open pit operated by Petrotomics 
Company and the other an underground mine operated by Utah Con-
struction, & Mining Co. Both'Petrotomics and Utah mines are 'extract-' 
ing uranium ore from what. , is apparently the same sand unit within 
the Wind River formation, but because of formational dip the ore at. 
the Utah 'mine is considerably deeper than that at the Petrotomics 
operation.	 .	 .. . 


Initial grid drilling 
encountered ore in Shirley 
the ore occurred mostly in 
channels as had frequently 
Plateau. Reserve estimate 
modified block methods.


by Utah Construcelon..J& Mining Co.' which 
Basin led the geo1ogisis .to' suspect that 
pods, sheets,' and possibly irregular 
been described in' deposits In' the Colorado 
were made by conventional block or 	 -' 


The shaft for underground mining was sunk in 1959 and a major 
haulage drift was driven from the shaft to permit mining of ore at 


.'	 depths of 290 to 330 feet below the surface. . It 'was found that,the 
Wind River formation, as. well as the overlying White River forma-
tion', was compoed of unconsolidated and uncemented sand, gravel, 
and clay, and in addition was an-excellent aquifer completely satu-
rated with water ' to within 100 feet of the Surface. At times more 
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than 5,000 gpm were pumped from the mine and from water wells mostly 
located near the shaft. Such abundant water in unconsolidated sand 
obviously can result in some difficult operating problems. 


MINING METHODS 


Because of the character of the sediments, drifting had to be 
done with extensive timbering, lagging,. and overhead spiling. The 
tracked haulage drifts which measured 7x9 feet were driven near 
defined ore areas and development "scrams" (small drifts) were then 
driven into the ore. Squareset stoping was utilized and the broken 
ore was pulled to.cars in the drift by slusher buckets driven by 
pneumatic winches. The squaresets . for the most part did not exceed 
a size of 5x5x5 feet. In drifting and stoping only a small amount 
of explosives were used. Indeed, ' sometimes, only with great diff i-
culty was serious back caving and face caving at the heading pre-
vented. Most of the,sand, both in ore and waste, could be easily 
dug with pneumatic spaders. Long hole drilling for dewatering 
ahead of drifting was employed and this was found 'to help a great 
deal in lowering water from high up in the face and back. 


GEOLOGIC MAPPING 


- With the commencement of drift-driving a geologic mapping pro-
gram was initiated. Since mapping in an underground uranium mine 
in Tertiary sediments of this type was practically unknown to the 
industry, modifications of existing mapping techniques had to be 
developed. In the initial geologic mapping a


'
great amount of detail 


was noted. Mine maps and cross sections were made at a scale l" 5' 
and cross sections were made at intervals of roughly 20 feet. 
Multiple level mapping was carried out at a vertical spacing of 
about 5 feet which amounted 'to 5 plan maps for the first stope be-
cause there were 5 floors. Mining engineers' maps showed' each 
squareset mined and this made it quite convenient for the geologist 
to simply plot in each series of sets the geology which he observed 
in the walls, back, or floors. 


After several entries had been rnade inthth ,e first orebody and 
after stoping had exposed several hundred feet of-mine wall, it 
became apparent that some of the barren ground immediately adjacent 
to high. grade ore had 'a rather strong rusty to green color. This 
color, or staining, which had also been noted in drill cuttings, 
was later found to be an extremely significant and valuable guide 
to the occurrence of mineralization and of ore. Several avenues. 
of detailed geological research were followed, and this'work 'after 
a time converged to point out how and why the rusty stain later 
called alteration) could be used as an indicator of mineralization 


. ' and . possibly ore. These avenues Were: careful field logging of 
drill cuttings with strong emphasis on resistanci logs for sand 
and clay picks'; improvement of detailed interpretation of gamma 
logs; construction of detailed geologic cross sections from resist- 


• and detailed ance records, lithologic logs,' and gamma records; 
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observal ions andm.pp1ng in the mine itself. The geologic cross 
sections from drill hole data constructed at a scale 1" 	 201, 
were found to be particularly helpful in learning something about 
the large-scale mineralization habits and contributed other clues 
to the nature of the ore occurrence. After underground mapping 
had been carried on for several months it was found that for mine 
mapping and cross stion' purposes a scale 1" 	 20' was quite 
adequate and mapping at a scale o ]" 	 5' was discontinued. 


RECOGNITION OF MINERAL RELATIONSHIPS 


The mine mapping, drill hole logging, and geologic cross sec-
tions all indicated that practically all of. the uranium minerali-
zation, and certainly all of the significant uranium mineralization, 
was directly related to what was called the "contact" between 
altered and unaltered ground. Altered ground represented leached, 
barren, usually discolored ground through which the mineralizing 
solutions had passed, and unaltered ground represented normal ground 
which had been unaffected by the mineralizing solutions. The ]fl1fl 
eralization occurred along the contact with the best ore usually 
immediately adjacent to altered ground and with decreasing grades 
away .from the contact 	 The change from rusty-colored, barren, S .. altered grond to black uraninite-rich ore was very often sharp 
enough to be covered with a silver dollar (if, nowadays, you could 
find a silver dollar). The overall shape of, the mineralized feature 
in cross section: and in plan within a particular sand unit appeared 
to be' that of a tongue with altered ground within the tongue and 
persistent uranium mineralization along the sides, top, and bottom 
of the tongue (see Fig. 1).. The major tongue of alteration appeared 


•	 to be as much as 70 feet .thick, hundreds of feet across, and several 
miles long, and occurred mostly in a trend paralleling the strike 
of buried Cretaceous sediments, particularly the resistant Wall Creek 
sandstone member of the Frontier formation. The best ore appeared 
to be concentrated along the leading edges of the tongue, but or 
also occurred on the lateral, edges. As additional stopes were 


•	 opened in the mine, 'mineralization and ore were consistently found 
at the contact between altered and unaltered ground. Almost no , ore 
and practically no mineralization was found—anywhere-else. 


GEOCHEMICAL CONSIDERATIONS 


The configuration of the mineralized 'features within the sand 
units at Shirley Basin suggests that the mineralizing.solutions 
moved from the southeast toward the northwest even though present 
ground water movement is in the opposite direction: from northwest 
to southeast. The mineralogical evidence suggests that the mineral-
izing solutions were composed of slightly oxygenated ground water 
which was cool and weakly alkaline (present ground water pH is 
about 7.8), but local slightly acid conditions may have prevailed 
as a result of the oxidation of pyrite. Thesolutions contained 
dilute' quantities of uranium which probably had been leached from
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0	 2. Pyrite:	 abundant, also marcasite - 2. Pyrite:	 locally 
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S. Uraninite:	 present C S. IJraninite:	 absent 
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/ calcite	 '	 ' -k _____ 8. Usual Color:	 light gray 
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Cb 


8. Usual Color:	 black to dark gray 


9. HS gas noted in fresh cores'- - 
and locally in mine 
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-	
' Present (Pre-mine) Direction of - 


- Figure 1.	 Major observed mineral 
features in Shirley Basin Uranium 


•	 ' Ground Water Movement (pH 7.8)	 - Deposits, Hypothetical Cross Section.







granitic sands in the Basin. The uranium was probably transported 
in the form of uranyl dicarbonate and tricarbonate complexes as 
described by Gruner (2) and by-Hostetler and Garrels(3). Mineral 
precipitation took place along the edges of the tongues of altered 
ground, and these edges were in effect chemical, interfaces between 
invading oxygenated solutions and an invaded reduced environment. 
Precipitation resulted mostly from reduction by hydrogen sulfide, 
with some local precipitation on and around carbonaceous material. 
The hydrogen sulfide was perhaps generated by anaerobic bacteria 
as described by Jensen (4) and by Cheney (1).. The geochemical 
fronts traveled in the same direction as ground water movement and, 
through the process of multiple migration-accretion as described' by 
Gruner (2), uranium concentration at the fronts was raised to a 
very high percentage. The tongues advanced into the sand segments 
having the best 'transinissivity and so long as the oxygenated solutions 
were fed into the system the to 	 advanced with mineral precipi-
tation taking place at the interface 'between the 'two environments. 
When the oxygenated solution flow in that direction was stopped, 
perhaps . because of change of direction of ground water movement or 
because of lack of supply, the tongues and uranium deposits along 
their edges were :arrested'where we now see them.	 - 


TESTS OF THE FRONT THEORY 


The first important usage test for the geochemical front theory 
was to determine if the alignment of several grid drill holes which 
had encountered high grade ore in the uppermost sand could be 
'attributed to a. tongue. edge. 'An attempt to utilize this procedure 
was surprisingly successful.. Not only did the high grade holes fall 
into place along the 'leading edge of the tongue in the uppermost 
sand, but the occurrence of additional ore was accurately predicted 
along the edge of' the tongue In an area where no ore had been en-
countered by grid drilling.  


Additional raises were now planned to permit extraction of ore. 
which had been discovered by drill holes which penetrated the upper-
most sand. These raises were planned in an area not yet 'opened by 
any other mining, but in an area where the ioi-l(a term used to 
denote the actual turnover point of the front) 1 cation had been 
predicted and plotted on maps by the geologists (see Fig. 2). Here 
was the first real underground test of the tongue theory and whether 
it could be successfully used in the prediction-of uranium ore 
'location for underground mining purposes. The first raise driven 
passed through about 12 feet of clay and, after encountering a 
great' dealof perched water, penetrated the uppermost sand where 
moderate grade uranium mineralization was found. As anticipated, 
no alteration was found at the raise. The geologists had shown a 


• major roll about 50 feet south of' the raise with no alteration 
between the raise and the roll.. A cross cut driven south from 'the 
raise proved the prediction to be accurate within 10 Efee't. The 
roll, the-altered ground, and the orewere. all 'found to have a 
relationship as had been predicted (see Figs 3 and 4)







Figure 2. Pre-mining geological map of upper sand in one raise area. From grid 
drilling on SO and 100 foot centers a possible roll trend and associated high grade 
ore was predicted. The location of the edge of ore ahead of the roll and on the 
upper and lower limh on the concave side of the roll was also predicted. South of 
the roll two mineralized zones are separated by altered ground. %
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Figure 3. Same area as shown in Figure,2 but after stoping was almost completed. 
Roll and edges of ore were very nearly where predicted, . Prediction onright side 
was off slightly .due to hole wander and nonrecognition of alteration. 
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ORE PREDICTIONS 


• With concrete data from detailed studies, at hand the geologists 
could now attempt to predict, with reasonable accuracy, where the 
'altered-unaltered contact might be found, and where ore associated 
with the rolls could be anticipated. Some of the earlier data from 
drilling and mapping could be re-evaluated and' the results incorpor-
ated in new predictions of mineralization, roll, and ore occurrences. 
In addition, it now appeared that this approach would have an ex- 
tremely important bearing on future drilling proposals,'and particu-
larly on drill hole spacing.. All previous drilling had been carried 
out on a grid basis, but if the ore occurred along definable rolls 
associated principally with the edge of alteration, it was possible 
that with accurate roll location prediction, drilling could be done 
on close-spaced fences perpendicular to the roll trend to yield 
details of ore thickness, width, and grade. In the areas where the 
geologist felt more control was desirable, fence drilling was 
recommended. Fence drill hole spacing of 25 to as close as 10 feet 
was employed.	 . 


Mapping and cross section work now indicated that the elevation' 
• of the apex of a roll could be a very .valuable guide in differentiat-


ing between rolls and in efforts to determine roll location and 
trend. The rolls had a very strong tendency to maintain a constant 
elevation and 'experience showed that a roll at elevation 6780 could 
beexpected to maintain essentially the same elevation and was' not 


•	 to be confused with one at 6740 a few hundred feet away.' It was 
• found that some specific rolls on the tongue edges.were remarkably 


continuous. One particular roll was followed,by mine workings for 
more than 3,000 feet and another was followed for more than 2,000 


•	 feet.


CONCEPT UTILIZATION AND RESULTANT SAVINGS 


In one area near the shaft re-evaluation of the uppermost sand 
mineralization in the light of the tongue theory suggested the 
possible occurrence of ore in all area within a previously-drilled. 
grid where no ore had yet been encountered. The geologists recom-
mended that a limited drilling program, consisti'ngof a fence 
drilled at right angles to the projected roll trend, be initiated 
in that area with drill hole spacing on then unheard-of 10 foot 
'centers' to determine the location of,the roll and to determine if 
ore was present along the roll in the uppermost sand. A 100 foot 
grid previously drilled 'in the area had encountered no ore. Six 
of the seven holes. drilled in the fence encountered ore grade 
mineralization.	 • 


•
'


	


	 With strong' supporting evidence from drilling results and from 
.roll 'and ore trend prediction ahead of mine workings, the tongue 
• theory was extensively used to,aid mine planning, to point out 
possible areas ' for 'undiscovered ore, and to eliminate areas where 


•	 no 'ore could be expected. • Reserve estimation methods were 'changed
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•


from block and modified block methods to a method which utilized 
the location of the geochemical fronts and which divided ore into 
segments on the upper limb, lower limb, and ahead of the fronts. 


•	 In addition to savings - on drilling, the go,od geologic control
provided mine management with expense-saving information on' ore 


• location, elevations, and trends to facilitate mine planning. 
Understanding the mineralization habits also practically eliminated 
longhole drilling underground. 


The recognition of alteration and geochemical' fronts 'and the 
significance of each has proven a valuable and important uranium 
mineralization guide at Shirley Basin. Perhaps the'mineralization 
features observed, there will provide clues to 'help solve the . 
mysteries of 'ore emplacement in other districts.  
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Field Test of Selenium 


Equipment: 


Pyrex test tube - 25mm x 200imi 
Pyrex test tube - 15mm 75mm 
2 Stoddard test-tube clamps 
Mortar and pestle 
Propane torch Or facsimile 
20nl iron or nickel crucible 
crucible tongs 
4 x 5 steel plate, 


Chemicals: 


Pyro sulphate 
Cream of Tartar 
Sodium peroxide


ck Method: 


A sample is pulver zed in mortar and pestle to a semi-fine powder. 


parts of pyrosuiphate are mixed with 1 part of sample and a very 
•	 small amount of cream of tartar added. The mixture i8 then put into 


the large pyrex tube (25mn x 200nrn) and roughly mixed by rotating the 
tube held at an angle. 


The small pyrex tube (15mm x 75mm) is filled with cold water and 
inserted into the larger one with one of the Stoddard clamps used to 
prevent It from entering fully into the larger tube. 


The mixture in the larger pyrex tube is slowly heated with the 
propane torch until the pyrosulpbate melts • The melt is then brought 
to a boil for a few seconds. 


If selenium-is present in the sample, a red mirror will appear on the 
cool surface of the small pyrex tube just below the white coating of SO . 


- -1:7e- /- e/4-t'( 


If(considerable sulphides are)present, the èl-1ow sulphur coating 
will mask the red mirror of selenium, and the method fo lowed Is: 


Tho sample is powdered and + parts of sodium peroxide are mixed with 
1 part of sample in the iron crucible. This is brought to a melt for a 
few seconds, after which the melt is poured onto the steel plate and 
allowed to cool. The button is broken into four parts. One quarter of 
the button is then tested as in the first part of the method. 
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


OFFICE OF MINERALS EXPLORATION
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


APR 1 4 19 


Memorandum
OME 


To:	 Acting Field 'Officer, Region 'III	 DEPARTMENT OFTHE LNTERJ' 


From:	 Chief, Division of Exploration Operations 	
PR1 J 1965 
REGION III 


Subject: .Q-6408 (Uranium-Selenium) 	 COL'ORAC), 


.Sc'hauss and Stevens 
A .B 'Claims 
Carbon County, Wyoming 


We have carefully reviewed the subject application and Mr. Romslo's 
on-site repQrt and noted the following: 


The Applicants' opinion that in order to properly "block out" ore 
, holes would have to be drilled on not less than 25-foot 


centers or in 'many cases perhaps as little as '12½-foot centers. 
This 'suggests that 50-foot 'center holes to start with are justified. 


In the field report: 


The property lies outside the main mineralized 'belt. Three deposits 
have been found 'outside the beitwhich 'lie b'etween the main belt and 
the 'Applicants' property. Two of these are shown on the Applicants' 
map. The initial drilling would start near 'them. 


Base,d 'mainly on AEC information, the three .,de'posits aggregate about 
3.00, 000 tons of'material ranging from 0.05 to 025 'per-cent eU308, 
averaging about 0.11 percent eU308. Although. :these depos its are not 
'presently economic, some major uranium producers 'reportedly consider 
that holding and acquiring similar deposits is justified from the 
long-range-viewpoint. 


Selenium in other 'than trace amounts has ,been found only , ) in a flat-
lying yeinlet about 12 fée;t'long and amaximum,of'6 inchesthick. 
'Probably no more than 'a few toris-of--mate'rial tons-of--mate' assaying a maximum of 


0.24 percent selenium. 


In the first stage ,holes would be drilled at :100- or 200-foot-
intervals at '2 or ' 4 designated fences, with offset 'holesbased on 
not less than 3 feet of 0.05 'percent eU308 ata' potential, ore 
horizon or. --in zones ,of chemically altered sands not necessarily 


radioactive-.at not less than 100-foot intervals 'except in areas of







chemically altered sands where prior approval'would.be'r.equir.ed for 
a spacing closer than 50 feet. The balance of the drilling and .that 
of Stage '-II would be on :400- to 6,00-foot centers with appropriate 


offset holes. 


Much of the material would-be expected to occur 'in small, low-grade 
deposits, there is a..fair'chance:that deposits of present economic 
interest may be discovered. 


A good 'part of the area was previously drilled by Karl Myers with 
widely spaced holes. 


Underground production difficulties inherent to water-saturated, 
poorly consolidated sediments would be present. 


The 25-year royalty period recommended. 


Basically,-under the'-ONE program we are seeking deposits which would 
be or 'could bece competitive on the world's markets (part of our 
justification for,the ONE program) in the relatively near future; thus 
differing, in part, from the DA.' program to indicate deposits that 
might be 'mined in an emergency. None of 'the available information 
indicates.that'a,favo:rable structure-similar.-to that found at the 
Utah Construction or Petrotomics' mines might exist. No information 
on alteration has been submitted. Previous drilling has been dis-
couraging, from the near-range viewpoint. Because of the 'estimated 
low-grade potential of :the area, we would require' additional geo-
logical justification to 'consider the 'subject application favorably. 
Possibly, Mr. Harsbman may be able to supply some. Otherwise, we 
would have no alternative to denying the application. How far away 
is the 'main mineralized belt? Did the Homestake drilling indicate 
any buried 'structures?


'-If 
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ABSTRACT 


At Utah Construction & Mining Co.'s Shirley Basin underground 
mine in the central part of southeast Wyoming, uranium ore has 
been mined from poorly consolidated sand units in the Eocene Wind 
River formation. Loose ground and abundant water created difficult 
mining conditions. A geologic mapping program of the mine, accom-
panied by detailed drill hole logging and geologic cross section 
construction, has revealed habits and relationships of the mineral-
ization and associated alteration. Mineralization and ore were 
found to lie along the periphery of tongues of altered ground. The 
greenish to rusty, altered ground was usually recognizable In hand 


•	 specimen and represented 'leached' ground through which mineralizing 
•	 solutions had passed. The major tongue of alteration was found to 


be as much as 70 feet thick, hundreds of feet across, and several 
miles long. The best ore occurs on rolls, or geochemical fronts, 
at the terminal edges of altered ground, and additional ore was 
found to occur in subsidiary rolls on the upper and lower surfaces 
of the altered ground. This concept of ore occurrence has been 
successfully applied to exploration and development drilling, to 


•	 ore projections ahead of mine workings, and to reserve estimates. 


INTRODUCTION 


Most of you are aware that geochemical fronts have been recog-
nized in the Shirley Basin Uranium District The purpose of this 
paper is to describe the occurrence of these fronts in some detail 
and to point out how the identification of a1tered ground and the. 
determination of roll location can aid drillfiig mine planning, 
and reserve estimation. 


•	 From a historical viewpoint it now seems important to note 
that uranium mineralization rolls at Shirley Basin were first recog-
nized from drilling and broadly related to. some of the ore by Utah 
Construction & Mining Co. geologists in 1959. The concept was 
successfully used in development drilling .in 1960, and in 1961 was 
put to extensive practical use in ore projections for underground 
planning, and to aid In more efficient exploration and development 
drilling.  


Shirley Basin is located in southeast Wyoming between the 
Laramie Range on the northeast and the Shirley Range on the, south-
west. The Shirley Basin Uranium District lies In the northeast







part of the basin and most of the important uranium deposits occur 
along a southeast-northwest trend. This trend is caused by the. 
localization of uranium in northwest-trending transmissive sands 
in the Wind River formation paralleling a Cretaceous ridge which 
is buried in the area where ore has been found.. Tertiary sediments 
in the basin are the White River and Wind River formations which 
lie unconformably on Cretaceous and older rocks. Tertiary sediments 
dip less than 2 degrees-northeast throughout most of Shirley Basin 
and Cretaceous sediments underlying the uranium district dip about 
5 degrees southwest.. Wind River sands in and near the mineralized 
zones are remarkably continuous and uniform laterally for fluviatile 
deposits and this condition has contributed to the development of 
very , continuous mineralization features in the Shirley Basin uranium 
deposits.	 .	 .	 . 
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HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT . 


Competitive uranium exploration got underway in the Shirley 
Basin area of Wyoming in 1957 and resulted in the discovery of 
valuable high grade uranium deposits. Two mines-are currently in 
operation in Shirley Basin: one an open pit operated by Petrotomics 
Company and the other an underground mine operated by Utah Con-
struction& Mining Co. Both Petrotomics and Utah mines are extract-
ing uranium ore from what is apparently the same sand unit within 
the Wind River formation, but because of fomatIonal dip the ore at. 
the Utah mine is considerably deeper than .that at the Petrotomics 
operation.	 .	 .	 . 


Initial grid drilling 
encountered ore in Shirley 
the ore occurred mostly in 
channels as had frequently 
Plateau. Reserve estimate 
modified block methods.


by Utah Construcfion& Mining Co. which 
Basin led the geologists-to suspect that 
pods, sheets, and possibly irregular 
been described in : deposits in the Colorado 
s were made by conventional block or 


.


The shaft for underground mining was sunk in 1959 and a major 
haulage drift was driven from' the shaft to permit mining of ore at 
depths of 290. to 330 feet below the surface. , It was found that the 
Wind River formation, as. well as the overlying White River forma-
tion, was composed of unconsolidated and uncemented sand, gravel, 
and clay, and in addition was anexcellent.aquifer completely satu-
rated with water to within 100 feet of the surface. At times more 
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S.
than 5,000 gprn were pumped from the mine and from water wells mostly 
located'near the shaft. Such abundant water in unconsolidated sand 
obviously can result in some difficult operating problems. 


MINING. METHODS 


Because of the character of the sediments, drifting had to be 
done with extensive timbering,, lagging,, and overhead spiling. The 
tracked haulage drifts which measured 7x9 feet were driven near 
defined ore areas and development "scrams" (small drifts) were then 
driven into the ore. Squareset stoping was' utilized and the broken 
ore was pulled to-cars in the drift by slusher buckets driven by 
pneumatic winches. The squaresets for the most part did.not exceed 
a size of 5x5x5 feet. In drifting and stoping only a small amount 
of explosives were used. Indeed, sometimes, only .with great'diff 1-
culty was serious back . caving and face caving at the heading pre-
vented. Most of the sand, both in ore and waste, could be easily 
dug with pneumatic spaders. Long hole drilling, for dewatering 
ahead of drifting was employed and this was found 'tO help a great 
deal in lowering water from high up in the face and back. 


GEOLOGIC-MAPPING 


With the commencement of drift-driving a geologic mapping pro-
gram was initiated. Since mapping in an underground uranium mine 
in Tertiary sediments of this type Was practically unknown to the 
industry, modifications of existing-mapping techniques had tobe 
developed. In the initial geologic mapping a great amount of detail 
was noted. Mine maps and 'cross sections were, made at a scale l" 5' 
and cross sections were made at intervals of roughly 20 feet. 
Multiple level mapping was carried out at a vertical spacing of 
about 5 feet which amounted to 5 plan maps for the first stope be-
cause there were 5 floors. Mining engineers' maps showed each 
squareset mined and this made it quite convenient for' the geologist 
to simply plot ' in' each series of sets the geology which he observed 
in the walls, back, or floors. 


After several entries had been made intthe first orebody and 
after stoping had exposed several hundred feet of mine wall, it 
became apparent that some of the barren ground immediately adjacent 
to high grade ore had a rather strong rusty to green color. This 
color, or staining, which had also been noted in'drill cuttings, 
was later found to be an extremely significant and valuable guide 
to the occurrence of mineralization and of ore. Several avenues 
of detailed geological research were followed, and this work after 
a time converged to point out how and why the rusty stain (later 
called alteration) could be used as an indicator of mineralization 


• and possibly ore. These avenues were: careful field logging of 
drill cuttings with strong emphasis on resistance'esistanc logs for sand 
and clay picks; improvement of detailed interpretation of gamma 
logs; construction Of detailed geologic cross sections from,resist-
ance ,records, lithologic l,ogs,.-and gamma records; and detailed '







obscrval ions and i .ppiag in the mine itself. The geologic cross 
sections from drill hole data, constructed at a scale 1" 	


20', 


were found to be particularly helpful in learning something about 
the large-scale mineralization habits and contributed other clues 
to the nature of the ore occurrence. After underground mapping 
had been carried on for several months it was fopnd that for mine 


mapping and cross sctiOfl purposes a scale 1" = 20' was quite 
adequate and mapping at a scale of V , 5' was discontinued. 


RECOGNITION OF MINERAL RELATIONSHIPS 


The mine mapping. drill hole logging, and geologic cross sec-


tions all indicated that practicall y all of the uranium minerali 


zation, and certainly all 
of the significant uranium mineralization, 


was directly related to what was called the "contact" between 
altered and unaltered ground.Altered-ground represented leached, 
barren, usually discolored ground through which the mineralizing 
solutions had passed, and unaltered ground represented normal ground 
which had been unaffected by the mineralizing solutions. The min-
eralization occurred along the contact with the best ore usually 
immediately adjacent to altered ground and with decreasing grades 


• away from the contact. The change from rusty-colored, barren, 


•	 altered ground to black uraniniterich ore was very often sharp enough to be covered with a silver dollar (if, nowadays, you could 
find a silver dollar). The overall shape of the mineralized feature 
in cross section and in plan'within a particular sand unit appeared 
to be that of a tongue with altered ground within the tongue and 


persistent uranium mineralizatio n along the sides, top, and bottom 
of the tongue (see Fig. 1). . The major tongue of alteration appeared 


	


•	
hundreds of feet across, and several 


to be as much as 70 feet thick,  
'miles long, and occurred'


	


	
the strike mostly in a trend paralleling  


of buried Cretaceous sediments, pa 	
the resistant Wall Crock 


	


•	
The best ore-appeared- 


sandstone member of the Frontier formation.  
to be concentrated along, the leading edges. of the tongue, but ore— 
also occurred on the lateral edges. As additional stopes were 
opened in the mine, mineralization and ore were consistentl y found 


at the contact between altered and, unaltered ground. Almost no ore 


and practicall y no mineralization was found—anywhere-else.
 


GEOCHEMICAL CONSIDERATIONS 


The configuration
 of the mineralized features within the sand 


units at Shirley Basin suggests that the mineralizing solutions 


moved from the southeast toward the northwest even though present 
ground water movement is in the opposite direction: from northwest 


•	
to southeast'. The mineralogical evidence suggests that the mineral-. 
izing solutions were composed of slightly oxygenated ground water 


which was cool and weakly alkaline (present 
ground water pH is 


about 7.8), but local slightly acid conditions may have prevailed 


as a result of the 
oxidation of pyrite'. The solutions contained 


dilute , quantities of uranium which 
probably had been leached from
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-	 Probable Direction of
son-


Mineralizing SolutionMovement (p11?) 


ID 


ALTERED GROUND - Ground through which  MINERALIZED GROUND - Chemical interface where UNALTERED GROUND - Unaffected by mineralizing 


mineralizing solutions have-passed. mineralizing solutions were arrested. -	 solutions. 


I. Mostly nontronite (high iron 1..	 Clay:-	 montmorillonite I. Clay:	 montmorillonite - 
montmorillonite) - 0	


- 


2.	 Pyrite:	 abundant, also marcasite - 2. Pyrite:	 locally	 - 
2. Pyrite:	 removed O__ 


3.	 Limonite:	 absent 1.) 3. Limonite:	 absent 
•	 3. Limonite:	 abundant


4.	 Coalified Wood:	 quite abundant, nuclei 14. Coalified Wood:	 quite abundant, has fresh 
•	 4. Coalified Wood:	 decomposed or for uraninite deposition _____ appearance 


S 


destroyed - 
S.	 Uraninite:	 present


a 
C S. Uraninite:	 absent -


S. Uraninite:	 removed	
- a	 - 


-	 a	 6.	 Calcite:	 quite abundant, mostly in - 6. Calcite:	 scarce 
6.


- 
Calcite:	 removed -	 distinct concretions - 


- ;	 - 7. Hematite:	 absent 


10 Hematite:	 removed /	 7.	 Hematite:	 often present, usually with 
calcite 4.	 - 8. Usual Color:	 light gray. 


8. Usual Color:	 rusty to greenish	 / -	 --	 -	 - •	 .- -	 -	 I 8e	 Usual Color:	 black to dark gray	 - 


-	 -


-


-	 - 9.	 H2S gas noted in fresh cores - 
• and locally in mine - 


• -	 - -	 -	 - Present (Pre-mine) Direction of - - -
-


-
S 	 - Figure 1.	 Major observed mineral 


-
-


- - features in Shirley Basin Uranium 
-	 --


-
Ground Water Movement (pH 7.8) -	 - Deposits, Hypothetical Cross Section.
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granitic sands in the Basin. The uranium was probably transported 
in the form af'uranyl dicarbonate and tricarbonate complexes as 
described by Gruner (2) and by Hostetler and Garrels (3).. Mineral' 
precipitation took place along the edges of the tongues of altered 
ground, and these edges were in effect chemical, interfaces between 
invading oxygenated solutions and.an invaded reduced environment. 
Precipitation resulted mostly from reduction by hydrogen sulfide, 
with some local precipitation on and around carbonaceous material. 
The hydrogen sulfide was perhaps generated by anaerobic bacteria 
as described by Jensen (4) and by Cheney (1).. The geochemical 
fronts traveled in the same direction as ground water-movement-and, 
through the process of multiple migration-accretion as described by 
Gruner (2) 1 uranium concentration at the fronts was raised to a 
very high percentage. The tongues advanced into the sand segments 
having the best. 'transmissivity and so long as the oxygenated solutions 
were fed into 'the system the tongues advanced with mineral precipi-
tation taking place at the interface 'between the two environments. 
When the oxygenated solution flow in that direction was-stopped, 
perhaps because of change of' direction of ground water movement or 
because of' lack of supply, the tongues and uranium deposits along. 
their edges were arrested where we now see them. 


TESTS OF THE FRONT THEORY 


The first important usage test for the geochemical front theory 
•	 ,


 


was to determine if the alignment of several grid drill holes which 
had encountered high grade ore in the uppermost sand could be 


• ' "attributed to a tongue. edge. 'An attempt to utilize this procedure 
was surprisingly successful. Not only did the high grade holes fall 
into place along the leading edge of the tongue in the uppermost 
sand, but the occurrence of 'additional ore was accurately predicted 
along the edge of' the tongue in an area where no ore had been en- 
countered by grid drilling.  


• .


	


	 Additional raises were now planned to permit extraction of ore. 
which had been discovered by drill holes which penetrated the upper- 
most sand. These raises were planned in an area not yet opened, by 
any other mining, but in an area where , the i'oil (a term used to 
denote the actual turnover point of the front) thcation had been 
predicted and plotted on maps by the geologists (see Fig. 2). Here 
was the first real underground test of the tongue theory and whether 
it could be successfully used in the prediction of uranium ore 
'location for underground mining purposes. The first raise driven 
passed through about 12 feet of clay and, after encountering a 
great deal of perched water, penetrated the uppermost sand where 
moderate grade uranium mineralization was found. As anticipated, 
no alteration was found at the , raise,. The geologists had shown a 
major roll about 50 feet south of' the raise with no alteration 
between the raise and 'the roll.. A cross cut driven south from the 


raise proved the prediction to'be accurate within 10 feet. , The 


roll, the altered ground, and the ore' were all 'found to have a 
• relationship as had been predicted (see Figs. 3 and 4).' • ' ,







Figure 2. Pre-mining geological map of up per sand in one raise area. From grid 
drilling on 50 and 100 foot centers a possible roll trend and associated high grade 
ore was predicted. The location of the edge of ore ahead of the , roll and on the 
upper and lower limbs on the concave side of the' roll was also predicted. South of 
the roll two mineralized zones are separated by altered ground.







Roll and edges ofore were very nearly where predicted. Prediction on right side 
was off slightly due to hole wander and nonrecognition of alteration, 
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I
ORE PREDICTIONS 


• With concrete data from detailed studies: at hand the geologists 
could now attempt to predict, with reasonable accuracy, where the 
altered-unaltered contact might be found and where ore associated 
with the rolls could be anticipated. Some of the earlier data from 
drilling and mapping could be re-evaluated and the results. incorpor-
ated in new predictions of mineralization, roll, and ore occurrences. 
In addition, it now appeared that this approach would have an-ex- 
tremely important bearing on future drilling proposals, and particu-
larly on drill hole spacing. All previous.drilling had been carried 
out on a grid basis, but if the ore occurred along, definable rolls 
associated principally with the edge of alteration, it was possible 
that with accurate roll location prediction, drilling could be done 
on close-spaced fences perpendicular to the roll trend to yield 
details of ore thickness, width; and grade. In the areas where the 
geologist felt more control was desirable, fence drilling was 
recommended. Fence drill hole spacing of 25 to as close as 10 feet 
was employed. 


Mapping and, cross section work now 'indicated that the elevation 
of the apex, of a roll could be 'a ver y valuable guide 'in differentiat-
ing between rolls and in. efforts to determine roll location and 
trend. The rolls had a very strong tendency to maintain a constant 
elevation and experience showed that a roll at elevation 6780 could 


•	 beexpected to maintain essentially the same elevation and was' not 
•


	


	 to be confused with one at 6 ,740 a few hundred feet away. - It was 
found that some specific' rolls on the tongue edges were remarkably 
continuous. One particular roll was followed by mine workings for 
more than 3,000 feet and another was followed for more than 2,000 
feet.


CONCEPT UTILIZATION AND RESULTANT SAVINGS 


In one area near the shaft 're-evaluation of the uppermost sand 
mineralization in the light of the tongue theory suggested the 
possible occurrence of ore, in an--area within a previously-drilled. 
grid where , no ore had yet been encountered."-The geologists recom-
mended that a limited drilling program, consistlngpf a fence 
drilled at right angles to the projected roll trend, ' "be initiated 
in that area with drill hole spacing on then unheard-of 10 foot 
centers'to determine the location of,the roll and to determine if 
ore was present along the roll in the uppermost sand. A 100 foot 
grid previously drilled-in the area had encountered no ore. Six 
of the seven holes drilled in the fence encountered. ore grade 
mineralization.	 .	 '•	 ' 


. ,


	


	 With strong supporting evidence from drilling results and from 
roll and ore trend prediction ahead of mine workings, the tongue 
theory was extensively used to aid mine planning, to point out 
possible areas for-undiscovered ore, and to eliminate areas where 


•	 no ore could be expected. Reserve estimation methods were changed 
/	 .	 S...	 '	 ,	 ' 	 .	 ' 	 ' 	 ' 	 ' 	 ' 	 .	 •







...


from block and modified block methods to a method which utilized 
the location of the geochemical fronts and which divided ore into 
segments on the upper limb, lower limb, and ahead of the fronts.. 


•	 In addition to savings on drilling, the good geologic control 
•	 provided mine management with expense-saving information on ore 


location, elevations, and trends to facilitate mine planning. 
Understanding the mineralization habits also practically eliminated 
longhole drilling underground. 


The recognition of alteration and geochemical fronts and the 
significance of each has proven a valuable and important and  
mineralization guide at Shirley Basin. Perhaps the mineralization 
features observed, there will provide clues to"help solve the • 


•	 mysteries of ore emplacement in other districts.	 .•	 .: 
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Field Test of Selenium 


Equipment: 


Pyrex test tube - 25mm x 200tirn 
Pyrex test tube - 15mm - 75mm 
2 Stoddard test-tube clamps 
Mortar and pestle 
Propane torch Or facsimile 
20n1 iron or nickel crucible 
crucible tongs 


x 5 steel plate, 


Chemicals: 


Pyro sulphate 
Cream of Tartar 
Sodium peroxide . 


Method:  


A sample is pulver1d in mortar and pestle to a semi-fine powder. 


parts of pyrosuiphate are mixed with 1 part of sample and a very 
smell amount of cream of tartar added. The mixture is then put into 
the large pyrex tube (25m x 200nm) and roughly mixed by rotating the. 
tube held at an angle.	 ., 


The small pyrex tube (15mm x 75mm) is filled with'cold water and 
inserted into the larger one with one of the Stoddard clamps used to 
prevent it from entering fully into the largr tube.


The mixture in the larger pyrex tube is slowly heated with the 
propane torch until the pyrosuiphate melts • The melt is then brought 
to a boil for a few seconds. 


If selenium-is present in the sample, a red mirror will appear on the 
cool surface of the small pyrex tube Just below the white coating of SO 


If(consid.erable sulphides are)present, the yèflow sulphur coating 
will risk the red mirror of selenium, and the method followed Is: 


The sample is powdered and + parts of sodium peroxide are mixed with 
1 part of sample in the iron crucible. This, is brought to a melt for a 
few seconds, after which the melt 18 poured onto the steel plate and 
allowed to cool. The button is broken into four parts. One quarter of 
the button is then tested as in the first part of the method. 
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